MAGIC LOCK INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS #1503
Items included:
locking arm

catch (4)

lock (4)

magnetic key (2)

magnetic key holder (2)

screw (16)

installation tool (1)

replacement adhesive for locks,
catches and installation tool

Items you need to complete your installation: pencil, paper towels, alcohol. Optional items: drill, 1/16" drill bit, #1 Phillips screwdriver.

To Install
1. Separate key from key holder.
Determine placement of magnetic lock.
Make sure cabinet handle doesn’t interfere with placement.
Using paper towels and alcohol clean
the surfaces where the lock and catch
will be mounted.
2. Put lock into installation tool. Remove
paper backing from adhesive strip on the
installation tool and lock. You may need
to use replacement adhesive strips for
installing additional locks. One strip may
be placed on top of another.
3. Mount installation tool in position you
determined in Step 1.
4. Place a pencil mark on the cabinet
frame at each edge of the installation
tool. This is where the catch will mount.
5. Gently close the cabinet door/drawer
and the magnetic lock will transfer from
the installation tool to the door/drawer.
6. Push up on locking arm. This allows
the locking arm to move up and down
and engages the locking mechanism.
When the locking arm is in the down
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position this disengages the lock and
allows cabinet door to open and close
freely.
7. Test lock operation with the magnetic
key.

Step 1

Step 2

8. Install catch where previously marked
(in Step 4). Install the optional screws
for the catch. This is recommended for
the most secure installation.

Mark where catch
will be positioned.

Once proper operation of lock is confirmed push firmly on lock and catch to
secure adhesive. Please allow 24 hours
for adhesive to set.
Troubleshooting

Step 3

If latch fails to transfer to cabinet door/
drawer it could be either that installation
tool needs to be moved slightly outward
or that the cabinet door/drawer may
have bumper pads which may have to be
removed.

Step 4

Position
locking arm
up or down

Note: This product is designed to
help minimize accidents. Use of this
product is not a substitute for adult
supervision.
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MAGIC LOCK INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS #1503
Instructions for Mounting on Cabinet Drawers
Lock can be mounted either horizontally (A)
or vertically (B).

For horizontal mounting:
You will need a minimum of 1 3/4" space between
the drawer frame and drawer box. (C)

If the space between the drawer frame and drawer box
is less than 7/8" you can mount the lock in the vertical
position to the inside of the drawer box (D).

For vertical mounting:
You will need a minimum of 2" space between the
drawer frame and drawer box. (C)

IMPORTANT: This lock cannot be used on drawers if
the space between the drawer frame and drawer box is
between 7/8" and 1 3/4" (E).

A
B

Horizontal mounting
Vertical mounting

Measure distance
between drawer
frame and drawer
box to determine
mounting position.

C

D

Measure distance
between drawer
frame and drawer
box to determine
if lock can be used.

E
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